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Leading Today Certificate

Achieve Extraordinary Results through Others
Program Duration: 3 Days 8:30 AM – 4:30 PM

“Opportunities for leadership are all around us. The capacity for
leadership is deep within us. Matching the two is … the world’s hope.”
— Madeleine Albright
Effective leaders continuously enhance their skill set to make an impact for the people and organizations
they lead. The journey is defined by experience, self-awareness and personal development. The Leading
Today Certificate provides necessary tools to create a human centered leadership approach that is also
authentic and aligned with your values. The Leading Today Certificate is a hands-on, multi-layered
learning experience. The overall approach is to provide framework for understanding who you are as a
leader, where you want your team or organization to go and how you are going to get there.
In this highly interactive learning experience, we will explore the characteristics of great leaders that will help
you establish your influential leadership presence. Your will learn new tools to help you lead teams through
change, inspire diverse and distributed organizations, grow great talent, and learn by leaning in. We’ll also
explore the unique challenges of leading in a world that has becoming increasingly volatile, unexpected,
uncertain, complex, and ambiguous — a future some call the VUCA World.
Our journey together is based on a simple framework of Human Centered Leadership:
• Empathy for self and others
• Choosing curiosity over judgment
• Openness to being wrong
• Importance of perspective taking and inviting diverse perspectives
• Creating conditions for psychological safety

Participants will walk away with these skills:
•
•
•
•
•

How to lead with empathy through change, crisis, and disruption
How to inspire behavior change in self and others
How to leverage the diversity of talent (including diversity of thought and experience) in the organization
How to practice human centered leadership
How to shift the mindset of an organization via inspiration

Cost:

Audience:
Middle-to-upper-middle level managers who are
responsible for leading and inspire others to deliver
organizational strategy. Three or more years of
management experience suggested.

$2,850.00 General Registration
$2,565.00 Xavier Alumni, Military/Govt./Non-profit
2.4 CEUs will be issued for this program

(513) 745-2942 | xlc@xavier.edu |www.xavierleadershipcenter.com
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Leading Today Certificate

Achieve Extraordinary Results through Others
Program Duration: 3 Days 8:30 AM – 4:30 PM
Pre-Work: Your Leadership Aspiration
Prior to the start of the program you will receive a template with details on collecting feedback
from those you lead and guided a self-reflection exercise.

Foundation: Building a Human Centered Leadership Mindset
At the heart of our model is a belief that leadership is a choice to serve, not merely a path to
promotion. We’ll talk about the responsibilities of leadership, the seven things great leaders do,
the open mindset great leaders master, and the critical role of trust, which leaders must earn
and give. We’ll unpack the differences between managing and leading, clarity and certainty,
intention and impact.

Skills: Applying the principles of Human Centered Leadership
We will focus on the insights and skills required for Human Centered Leadership. We’ll
provide approaches and tools aligning organizations and creating a culture that inspires high
performance, staying the course or making course corrections in the face of change or failure,
building psychological safety and unleashing potential of the team. We’ll include team-based
exercises that enable you to practice these concepts to enable immediate application postsession

Challenge: Leading Today: Building the confidence to lead in a VUCA world.
We are living in a VUCA world — volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous. These
conditions demand the very best of us as leaders, and can be incredibly stressful, but we can
turn them into opportunity with the mindset and skills you’ll be developing throughout this
learning experience.

Capstone Project:
To successfully complete this certificate program and earn a badge, you will complete a capstone
project that will be reviewed by program facilitators. We’ll ask you craft your human centered
leadership philosophy to share with others at the organization.
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Program Duration: 3 Days 8:30 AM – 4:30 PM
Digital Badge:
Xavier Leadership Center is proud to offer each participant a digital badge once
participants have met program completion criteria. Digital badges include a direct
link to view program credentials, and can be utilized by participants on social
media and digital resumes.

Facilitator:
Holly O’Driscoll

Holly is an industry expert in the field of Design Thinking and human centered
innovation. She has enabled the transformation of organizations through teaching
the method and mindset of Design Thinking. As Global Design Thinking Leader at
P&G, Holly partnered with teams across the company to lead more than 250 Design
Thinking experiences, often at the request of C-suite executives. Holly’s passions
include problem framing, the application of Design Thinking to organizational
strategy, unleashing the diversity of people, leadership philosophy and creating
conditions that allow human creativity and curiosity to thrive. Throughout her 20+ year career,
Holly has built a reputation as a master human centered innovation strategist, trainer and facilitator.
Holly has guest lectured on the topic of Design Thinking at The Parsons School of Design, Harvard
Business School, Stanford University’s Graduate School of Business, Michigan State University,
University of Toronto’s Rotman School of Business, and more. In January 2018, she was named one
of Michael Bloomberg’s Design Thinking Coaches for the Bloomberg Philanthropies USA Mayor’s
Challenge project, and one of her cities was awarded a $1 million prize.

In addition, she has contributed to several books including Tom Wujec’s The Future of Making,
David Dunne’s Design Thinking at Work, and Thomas Lockwood’s Innovation by Design. Holly is
also a globally sought after conference keynote speaker.
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